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SUBMISSIONS 

   Here at Meraki House Comics, we are designed and dedicated in helping 

inspiring artist expand their portfolios and gain the experiences they will 

need to further their careers in the comic book/ art industry. We are a 

100% creator-owned company, all stories, art and ideas are fully owned by 

the creator, we are simply the vessel that helps your stories can come to 

life. Please read our official rules and regulations for guidelines for 

submission below. Good luck and thank you choosing Meraki House 

Comics for consideration.  

 

               HOW TO SUBMIT TO Meraki House Comics: 

 

Meraki House Comics, LLC is a creator-owned publishing house. We do not 

contract creators; and we will only publish original content for which you 

retain all the rights. Please do not submit any works or characters that 

depict already copywritten characters or stories. Any submission that does 

contain copywritten or stolen work will be automatically declined, and 

submitter will be placed in a hold and not be able to submit again until 

probationary period has past. Repeat offenders will be blacklisted from 

submitting any works.  

• 1st time offense: 60-day probationary period. If offense can be proven 

as unintentional submitter may send an email to reduce it to 30-day 

period upon review of the case.  

• 2nd time offense: 90-day probationary period. On the second offense 

the submitter cannot plead case and must wait the full period before 

submitting again.  

• 3rd strike, your name will be put on a blacklist, and you cannot submit 

works to Meraki House Comics or any other division of the company. 

We take copywrite infringement very seriously and will not publish 

any works that we may believe are stolen from another creator.  

 

 



Submissions> Rules and Regulations>  

• At least 5 finished pages as a sample to the story/ series that you are 

pitching. (If you have the full story finished you may submit it)  

• If your story is still under development, you must give a completion 

date along with your submission otherwise the story will be denied. 

Along with scripts for at least 3 issues (if it is not a one shot) and a 

letter explaining where you want the storyline to go. A typed, one 

page, synopsis of the overall story arc (not just of the first issue). 

Please keep this as succinct as possible and do include major plot 

points and spoilers. Tell us what sets your story apart from other 

comics and be clear as to who the target audience is (“Everyone” is 

not realistic—there is no single book on the market today that 

everybody buys). You can tell us whether you see it as a full color or a 

black-and-white book, a miniseries or an ongoing series, a prestige 

book or an original graphic novel. There are times, however, when we 

may suggest what format, we think will be most successful for your 

story in the current market. 

• Do Not submit adult material. We do not publish any mature comic 

books at the moment. If the story has any graphic nudity, sexually 

explicit content or strong language we will either ask to remove said 

content or ask you to tone it down (shadow/ smoke censorship or 

swear box lettering.) Otherwise, the title may be subject to 

nonpublication.  

• In the letter (either at the beginning or end your choice) the names 

and contact information of all the people that worked on the title 

along with what they did.  

• Character concept designs with final design and character sheets.  

• Submit in a PDF file to jwcurry1@merakihousecomics.com with the 

subject “Submissions: (Title of your story with your name)” to avoid 

any confusion between two individuals that are both submitting their 

stories.  

• Do not mail in original work to the office. We are only accepting 

digital submissions to avoid clutter, and lost art as well as limiting 

staff to potential COVID-19 infection.  

• WE DO NOT PAY PAGE RATES> Meraki House Comics takes a small 

flat fee off the books published to cover overhead and printing cost. 

But it is the responsibility of the creator to determine the rates of 

payment among their team. Please Note: Every member of the 
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creative team is considered a co-creator of that story/ character arc 

unless they all collectively agree otherwise. The original team that 

submits the works is the team that Meraki House Comics intends to 

work with upon publishing. If for any reasons a member of the team 

leaves or is replaced the remaining team members must contact 

Meraki House Comics immediately. If the person(s) that have left the 

original team hold any creator rights, you either must have them sign 

over rights or pitch a new series with the remaining team.  

• We are not looking for any specific genre. We are looking for original 

ideas that are thought out, well written and well-drawn. By 

individuals that are motivated to become professional artist in this 

industry. That includes people that can work well with others and well 

as meet deadlines. We are here to guild you by not instruct you on 

how to behave in the workplace.  

 

Thank you again for considering Meraki House Comics, LLC as the 

publisher of your story.  

 

 

 

 

 


